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Abstract

this information to self-adjust by applying different corrective and preventive decisions [15]. Such is the case of
maintenance based on Prognostics and Health Management.

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) is a maintenance strategy that allows for the prediction of the productivity and health of manufacturing systems. Because
of the advantages of implementing PHM strategies, tools
and platforms focused on PHM education become important. Work on creating such a tool exists in XRepo,
a big data architecture that allows for the sharing of experimental data between educators and students. This
work proposes the XWare architecture, a PHM education middleware that bridges gap between sensor data
acquisition and the XRepo-provided data storage solution. The joint architecture of both XWare and XRepo
is thus denominated PHM-Edu. The development of
XWare involved the definition of education-focused requirements, the creation of a conceptual framework, and
the instantiation of the framework with specific technological solutions and interfaces. This study found that
the implemented XWare architecture performs well in
low-cost hardware, and that (when paired with XRepo)
it allows for a user-friendly flow of PHM data from lowlevel sensors to an educational PHM data-sharing platform. It is hoped that PHM-Edu will simplify the process
of designing and implementing hands-on PHM learning
activities, thus increasing the quality of the education of
PHM strategies.

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) is a
proactive maintenance strategy that aims to provide preemptive warnings for system failures [19]. In this context,
sensor data is collected from critical assets and processed
through advanced data processing tools and algorithms.
This permits analysts to identify current asset health
conditions, store asset history, and predict their future
health condition [18, 16]. Being able to estimate the future productivity and remaining useful life of physical
assets can reduce machine unavailability and less-thanoptimal performance. These two situations are inherent
to real-life manufacturing, but are not always considered in manufacturing strategies [17]. The maturity of a
“monitoring, diagnostics and prognostics system” is an
area that allows analysts to measure the maintenance capability of an organization. This maintenance capability
can translate into competitive advantages [22].

Considering the benefits of PHM as a maintenance
strategy, its implementation would appear to be advantageous in an industrial context. It then follows that education should enable the widespread adoption of PHM
by properly training engineers. However, the skills required for implementing PHM solutions are very differKeywords: Industry 4.0, Prognostics and Health ent from those that traditional maintenance engineers
Management, Engineering Education, Machine to Ma- are taught [6]. PHM-focused educational resources that
chine communication, Internet of Things
contain not only theory but also hands-on problems are
not widespread. It has then been common for teachers
and researchers to develop such exercises themselves [30].
1 Introduction
It is also known that a lack of integration between the
Cyber-physical Systems (CPS) constitute one of the key theoretical and the scientific with real-world industrial
technologies that enable the Industry 4.0 trend in man- practices is one of the most critical issues in engineering
ufacturing [40]. In CPS, the physical realm (physical as- education [24]. Therefore, an educational environment
sets) and the cyber realm (computational entities) work where hands-on exercises are not widespread (leaving the
together, enabling engineering systems that can be mon- task of creating them to educators) is not ideal. It beitored and optimized through networked computer sys- comes favorable to develop a PHM architecture that fotems [25]. The utilization of CPS in current industrial cuses on educational needs, thus easing the creation and
practices has the potential of transforming existing fac- spread of such practical exercises.
tories into smart factories. These smart factories are
It is in this juncture that PHM-Edu was born. The
–among other things– self-aware of the health and re- PHM-Edu project (Prognostics and Health Management
maining useful life of their components. They can use Education) aims to create an education-focused Industry
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4.0 architecture. This architecture facilitates the flow of
PHM-related data from low-level sensors to a dedicated
data sharing platform. From this platform, both educators and students may access the collected data and use
it in educational PHM-related activities. Furthermore,
the platform aims to provide clear software and hardware tutorials that allow for its easy implementation by
any educational institution that might want to use it.

PHM-Edu

A framework consists of a set of layers which fulfill certain functions. These functions must be able to accomplish the objectives for which the architecture is being
designed. When a framework is developed, the layers
are defined without specifying: (i) the technological solutions adopted for each function; (ii) the interfaces between functions. Therefore, the framework stage within
the architecture design is completely conceptual in nature [20]. In this section, the PHM-Edu framework is
described.
During the definition of a framework for PHM-Edu,
a literature review was performed looking for available
PHM framework. Frameworks that were implemented in
a case study were preferred, as an implementation might
be seen as a proof of viability. The following frameworks
were analyzed: Sezer et al.’s low cost approach to PHM
[34], Redelinghuys et al.’s six layer architecture for Digital Twins [29], Schroeder et al.’s AutomationML-based
architecture [33], and Kans’ architecture for a remote
condition monitoring lab [11]. By integrating elements
from the analyzed frameworks, the one shown in Figure 1
was defined for PHM-Edu; see Romero et al. [11] for details concerning the selection process. Next, the different
layers are illustrated.

Previous works towards the creation of this educationfocused PHM architecture may be found in the design of
XRepo [3, 30]. The eXperiments REPOsitory (XRepo) is
an ongoing effort in creating a PHM-focused, educationcentric information system that allows for the sharing of
sensor data within a given experimental and educational
context. After the revision of the current PHM landscape, XRepo authors proposed an overall PHM framework on top of which an educational-focused architecture
might be built. The identified framework focuses on four
key layers (Figure 1): Devices and Sensors, Integration
and Translation, Storage and Processing, and Application.
Out of these four PHM framework layers, PHM-Edu
project has previously focused on the last two through
the development of XRepo; i.e. Storage and Processing, and Application. The present work then details the
design and implementation of a solution to the Integration and Translation layer of the PHM-Edu architecture.
This solution comes in the form of a middleware, which
is a platform meant to ease the exchange of information
and the processing of data streams [21]. This proposed
architecture is designated as XWare (eXperiments middleWare); see Figure 1. By creating an implementation
of this layer that is able to communicate with XRepo,
XWare brings PHM-Edu to a state where sensor data
may be transferred from an Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) device directly to an end user for the fulfillment
of learning activities.

Devices and Sensors The first layer of any PHM solution is acquiring data from physical assets [9]. Nowadays, CPS are produced by a wide array of manufacturers, each one using their own physical interfaces and data
models [10]. This means that the acquired sensor data
will exist in heterogeneous formats.

Integration and Translation The second layer consists in the integration of data coming from multiple sensors, and in the translation of them into a single format
that can later be processed and analyzed while retaining all relevant context information [30]. A potential
solution to the integration of interconnected devices has
been the use of ontologies: technologies that represent
and manage different internet-connected devices in a network, enabling interoperability between them [12]. This
is an ongoing research problem, as multiple ontologies exist and complete interoperability has not been achieved
[5]. When considering translation into an unified format,
XRepo authors postulate the importance of representing
the experimental and educational context of the original
Figure 1: PHM framework layers identified in [30].
data in this final format. The final solution to which
they arrive is to assign a Sampling ID to all data; this
This work is presented as follows. Section 2 overviews ID is then able to trace back any related samples to a set
the PHM-Edu framework. Section 3 shows the design of contextual information, which must be entered on the
process of XWare. Section 4 illustrates the implementa- XRepo platform in advance.
tion of XWare, with the results of said implementation
being validated on Section 5. Finally, Section 6 reports Storage and Processing Once the data have been
conclusions and potential future works.
translated into a unified and context-rich format, it must
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be stored in a way that allows users to access it. Regular
hardware and software solutions can store and process
data, but their capabilities are insufficient when dealing with the volume of data coming from interconnected
sensor environments [23]. Data volumes that are large
enough to make storage, processing and analysis difficult
through regular database technologies are known as big
data [8]. Cloud computing is one of the cornerstone technologies employed in Industry 4.0 [39], and is one of the
solutions that has been given to the big data problem.
This is why XRepo utilizes big data paradigms and cloud
computing to instantiate the storage and processing layer
of PHM-Edu [3].

to represent not just the data but also the context of
the data [30]; however, as will be explored in Section
3.3.3, this context can be added implicitly through
a Sampling ID.
• Two-way communication: It must rely on communication protocols and technologies that allow for
two-way communications between the Devices and
Sensors layer and the Storage and Processing layer.
Although PHM-Edu currently focuses on one-way
communication from the former layer to the latter,
its architecture might be expanded in the future to
allow for bidirectional communication. In such a scenario, any decisions taken in the Application layer
might be executed in the Device and Sensors layer
via the PHM-Edu platform, requiring bidirectional
communication. Such a development would retrofit
PHM-Edu to support Digital Twins [13].

Application After being stored, data must make
itself accessible to external consumers of information
through an application layer. In their work on a CPS
architecture for Industry 4.0 manufacturing systems for
example, Lee et al. [15] discuss how the final steps in
the deployment of a CPS involve data visualization for
decision making. In the case of XRepo, the Application
layer is instantiated as a Web Interface in which students and educators can both upload data manually and
download data that fulfills certain search criteria. [3].

• Cost: It must utilize open source or freely available
software, and non-costly hardware. This allows a
wider range of educational institutions to potentially
make use of the end product, compared to a case
where the architecture required costly commercial
software and equipment.

As previously mentioned, the Storage and Processing layer and the Application layer were implemented
through the XRepo architecture [3, 30]. Whereas, this
work illustrates the design and implementation of the
Integration and Translation layer through XWare.
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• XRepo compatibility: It must be able to interface
with the XRepo information system. As such, the
selected communication protocols must take into account the ways in which XRepo can receive and return data.

XWare Design

3.2

When designing an architecture as a solution to a PHM
problem, Li et al. [20] proposes three overall steps: identifying requirements and constraints as an input, design
a conceptual framework, and defining an architecture.
This section treats the development of the XWare architecture, which aims to provide a technological solution
to the Integration and Translation layer.

3.1

Conceptual framework

Once the requirements have been elicited, a framework
must be created. Section 2 overviews the design of the
PHM-Edu framework. This section then details the set
of sub-functions that make up the Integration and Translation layer. These functions reference a group of interconnected devices, which can be seen in Figure 2; please
refer to Section 4.1 for more details on such networks.
These sub-functions in the Integration and Translation
layer are:

Requirements and Constraints

Given its educational purpose and PHM application scenario, the main requirements identified for the XWare
architecture are:

• Collect Samples: samples from devices must be
stored in a single data metamodel, regardless of the
source format of the data.

• Metamodel : It must utilize a data metamodel that
has a defined syntax and is compatible with the
data commonly-used in PHM. As discussed in Section 2, the Integration and Translation layer must
integrate data from multiple devices and translate it
into an unified data format, or metamodel. This requirement arises from the heterogeneity of multiplesourced data that must be solved in data preprocessing schemes [7]. Said metamodel must be able

• Transmit Samples: the collected samples must be
sent to a local server.
• Receive Samples: the single local server must receive
samples from multiple devices.
• Enrich Samples (Add Context): samples must be enriched with the necessary context by assigning then
a Sampling ID.
3

• Transmit Samples (to XRepo): samples enriched
Three standard metamodels are compared in Table 1:
with context must be sent from the local server to the data metamodel used by MTConnect2 devices, the
XRepo.
Open Systems Architecture for Condition Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) specification3 , and the Open Geospatial Consortium Observations and Measurements (OGC
O&M) standard4 . Examples of these metamodels can
be found on the web5,6 and in literature [14]. Table 1
indicates that, in principle, all metamodels fulfill the requirements and any of them might be used. However, all
of them are based on the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) standard. XML is known to be a verbose representation scheme that uses larger files than other schemes
to represent the same data [27]. Therefore, a customFigure 2: Networked devices connect to a local server, made metamodel was selected rather than a standarized
XML metamodel. Said metamodel represents event and
which in turn connects to XRepo.
timeseries data through time, value pairs, and any required contextual information is represented via JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation). It should be noted that,
3.3 Implementable architecture
if a constant sample frequency is assumed, it is not necAn architecture can be built from a framework by select- essary to include the time of each sample.
ing specific technological solutions for each layer, along
with defining how the layers will interface with each 3.3.2 Communication Protocol
other. If there is more than one candidate solution for a
sub-function, a selection process occurs. In the XWare Nowadays, different open-source and commercial Macase, a data metamodel must be selected, along with a chine to Machine (M2M) technologies are available to
communication protocol. In this section, technologies implement the XWare sub-functions [26]. Figure 3 shows
and solutions are selected. Furthermore, the XRepo a basic setup for an M2M network [1]. In these netinterface is reviewed since the output data of XWare works, multiple devices that are compatible with M2M
must be compatible with it. Whereas, the utilization of communication protocols connect to a centralized server.
the technologies and solutions for the fulfillment of the Furthermore, legacy devices that do not support M2M
communication connect to the server through a gateway.
XWare sub-functions will be illustrated in Section 4.
This allows the devices to communicate between themselves.
3.3.1

Data Metamodel

A standard metamodel is established since heterogeneous
devices and sensors must send data to XWare. In this
way, it is expected that an end user of XWare should
be able to build a translator function to convert its data
into the XWare metamodel.
The Xware metamodel must fulfill the following requirements:
• Data types: It must be able to represent commonlyused data in PHM, which includes events and timeseries information1 [9].
• Context: The ability to represent user-defined contexts is considered. This flexibility would allow for Figure 3: Physical setup in an example M2M network,
the XRepo Sampling ID to be appended to sensor including both devices, gateways, and a local server.
data.
As indicated in the requirements of section 3.1, the
• Royalty-free: Finally, the chosen metamodel must selected communication protocol must be able to suphave a royalty-free license to fulfill the cost require- port two-way communication between devices, and to
ment, whether it be a proprietary license or an open
2 www.mtconnect.org/standard20181
source license.
3 www.mimosa.org/mimosa-osa-cbm
4 www.ogc.org/standards/om

1 A third commonly-used data representation is multidimensional data, such as images, but this is not considered in the current
scope of XWare or PHM-Edu as a whole

5 MTConnect:
6 OGC
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mtcup.org/wiki/Samples, Events, and Condition
O&M: schemas.opengis.net/om/2.0/examples/

Table 1: Comparison of various M2M dada metamodels.
MTConnect
OSA-CBM
OGC O&M
Event representation
”Event entity”
”Scalar Value”
”Measure Type”
Timeseries representation ”Timeseries”
”Waveform”
”Compact time value pair”
”Description” and
User-definable ”Data”
User-defined context
”Named value”
”Configuration” elements class
Royalty-free license
Yes: Open Source
Yes: MIMOSA license Yes: OGC software license
fied Architecture (OPC UA)8 , and the Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport (MQTT)9 protocol. The table indicates that both MTConnect and CoAP show deficiencies
regarding the proposed requirements. On the one hand,
MTConnect can only transfer data through XML encodings, which is not desirable [2]. Furthermore, it does
not support two-way communication [37]. On the other
hand, CoAP is based on UDP rather than TCP [26].
This leaves OPC UA and MQTT as viable alternatives.
Out of these two, MQTT has been shown to have better performance in the form of a lower message response
time – under similar conditions [28, 35].
Despite concluding that MQTT is an ideal candidate,
the reality is that multiple M2M devices will usually use
different communication protocols [26]. Therefore, a solution that allows for XWare to be compatible with more
than one protocol is preferred. Such a solution can be
found in OM2M, an extensible M2M platform which allows for devices with different M2M protocols to communicate [1]. OM2M utilizes plugins that allow it to
communicate through different M2M protocols, with official plugins existing for both MQTT and CoAP. This
means that OM2M can be deployed in the local server
while keeping MQTT as the main communication protocol. This decision allows future development on XWare
to add support for CoAP or other M2M protocols.

be both royalty-free and compatible with low cost hardware. However, other requirements that are not specific
to XWare but that apply to any IIoT system should also
be fulfilled [26]. The full list of requirements for the communication protocol consists of:
• Two-way communication: To fulfill the defined
XWare requirements, the communication protocol
must be able to send messages from and to devices
and gateways.
• Royalty-free: The communication protocol must
also have a royalty-free license, meaning that it
might be utilized without paying any licensing fees.
Having a fully open source license is desirable but
not required.
• Quality of Service reliability: Quality of Service
(QoS) is a measurement of the certainty of messages
being received. QoS 0 indicates that messages are
sent, without guarantee of the recipient receiveng
them. QoS 1 means that a message must be received at least once. QoS 2 indicates that messages
are received exactly once. The ability to select the
level of QoS should be present in the communication
protocol.
• Transport protocol : communication systems can use
either the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or
the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as their underlying network protocol. It is known that TCP is
preferred when a guarantee of message reception is
desired [31].

3.3.3

XRepo Interfacing

The methods with which software can communicate with
XRepo are already defined, and a selection process does
not occur here. Instead, this section describes how
XRepo interfacing currently works.
Data in XRepo is stored as plain text, comma separated values (CSV) files. Any files that are uploaded to
XRepo must follow a certain structure, where each line
includes: datetime, XRepo tags, and data value. The
XRepo tags (which are called Device and Sensor tags respectively) allow for a single CSV value to contain data
from multiple sensors and devices. Furthermore, each of
these CSV files has a Sampling ID: an identification that
links a file with a Sampling. In XRepo, a Sampling is
a set of values or samples that belong to the same data
acquisition session. Said sampling can have its experimental and educational context defined in the XRepo

• Security: Protocols should offer some level of security and privacy, as this is one of the key challenges
that IIoT systems must address [36].
• Encoding: Protocols can either be able to send any
given file (binary encoding) or be restricted to a certain type of file (text, XML, etc.). XML has been
defined as an undesirable representation format for
XWare, so binary or text encoding is preferred here.
Four M2M communication protocols are compared in
Table 2; i.e. the transmission protocol used by MTConnect networks, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)7 , the Open Platform Communications Uni-

8 opcfoundation.org/about/opc-technologies/opc-ua

7 tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7252

9 mqtt.org
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Two-way
communication
Royalty-free license
QoS Reliability
Transport protocol
Security
Encoding

Table 2: Comparison of various M2M communication protocols.
MTConnect [2]
CoAP [26]
OPC UA [29, 32]
Pub/Sub or
Pub/Sub or
No [37]
Request/Response Request/Response [28]
Yes: multiple
implementations
Yes: Open Source
Yes: Open Source
are Open Source
(Data not found)
Yes
Yes [28]
TCP
UDP
TCP
Must be implemented
Encryption and
DTLS and IPSec
externally
authentication
XML only
Binary
XML or Binary [38]

4.1

platform, which is inherited to any files that share the
same Sampling ID:

MQTT [26]
Pub/Sub
Yes: multiple
implementations
are Open Source
Yes
TCP
Yes: TLS/SSL
Binary

XWare actors

XWare is currently implemented in an environment that
only uses legacy devices, and not M2M devices; see Fig• Experimental context that is commonly specified in ure 3. This means that Sensors are connected to GatePHM databases includes nominal operative ranges ways, which are then connected to the main Server.
of the target system, its current operative condition, Next, the actors involved in the XWare operation are
date/time of data acquisition, utilized sensors, and illustrated:
measured physical variables [3].
• Operator : user in charge of defining the data acquisition parameters for each Sensor.

• Educational context is not so well defined in literature; it refers to information that becomes most relevant in an educational setting. Such context might
include what learning activity (laboratory) a dataset
belongs to, what kind on analysis is expected to be
performed, and what subsets of information should
be available to students [30].

• Sensor : one of multiple sensors, from which samples
are collected at a given frequency.
• Gateway: one of multiple Raspberry Pi devices.
Their main function is to transmit samples collected
from the Sensor to the Server through the M2M protocol.

This means that including a Sampling ID to a samples
file is sufficient to contain all relevant experimental and
educational context, rather than having to explicitly append all the context information to the file. An example
of sensor samples before and after being enriched with
this contextual information is shown on Figure 4.
Protocol-wise, XRepo is compatible with a Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface - or RESTful API, for short. This RESTful API uses
a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request/response
paradigm, meaning that any program that is capable of
sending HTTP requests is theoretically able to upload
and download XRepo CSV data files.
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• Server : main Raspberry Pi device. Its main functions are to integrate samples from multiple Gateways and to build the final context-rich files for
XRepo.
• XRepo: final destination for the acquired data.
Regarding the Gateway, note that it must support different M2M protocols and fulfill the specifications shown
in Section 3.3.2. Therefore, the Gateway is also in charge
of connecting the broker of the selected M2M protocol (in
this case MQTT) to the OM2M server. Figure 5 shows
a diagram of the relationships between the different actors, including the MQTT broker and the OM2M server
inside the Server actor.

XWare Implementation

This section illustrates the implementation of XWare,
using the software technologies from Section 3.3. As a
hardware solution, Raspberry Pi10 devices are used for
both the Gateways and the Server. Raspberry Pi’s were
selected for their low cost and high software flexibility,
keeping within the requirements in Section 3.1.

4.2

Function instantiation

Having established the actors and their fundamental relationships, the functions defined on Section 3.2 can be
instantiated. Figure 6 shows how MQTT, OM2M, and
custom-made XWare components (both the metamodel
and a Python library) are used to implement the different
functions. Next, their implementation is illustrated.

10 www.raspberrypi.org/
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Figure 4: Example of a set of five samples before (left) and after (right) being converted to the XRepo CSV format.
Note that the initial plain text is attached to a JSON object with extra context information (such as the data
acquisition parameters and the Sampling ID), which is not shown in this figure.
• F : The sensor sampling frequency.
• t: How many seconds should be sampled on each
cycle.
• T : The time that should exist between one sampling
cycle and the next - known as sampling period.
• The conversion factor between sensor values and
real physical units; e.g. a conversion between mV
and m/s2 in an accelerometer.

Figure 5: Relationships between the different actors, including the differentiation of the MQTT broker and the
OM2M server inside the Server actor.

• XRepo tags that identify the Sensor attached to this
Gateway in the XRepo ecosystem.

First, a custom translator converts incoming sensor
data into the identified XWare data metamodel, as
part of the Collect Samples function. Then, Mosquitto
MQTT (along with required Python libraries) is used
to Transmit Samples from a Gateway to the Server.
OM2M and its MQTT plugin then work in tandem to Receive Samples into the Server. The custom-made XWare
Python Library is then used to Add Context to the incoming samples, as shown in Section 3.3.3. Finally, the
same XWare library is used to Transmit Samples from
the Server to XRepo, where they ara Received through a
RESTful interface. A more detailed description of each
function and its technological solution can be find in a
User’s Manual, which is currently in development and
will be available on GitHub (along with the developed
Python libraries).

• XRepo Sampling ID that identify the experimental
and educational context in XRepo.
Once the operator executes the Gateway Python code,
the Gateway identifies itself with the Server. This involves creating OM2M applications and containers where
the Gateway will transmit data.

Clock synchronization The initialization is followed
by the Gateway starting the data collection process. This
involves sending an initial START message to the Server,
who in turns stores the starting timestamp for this data
sampling cycle. Knowing a starting time and a sampling frequency allows the Server to assign timestamps
to each individual sample after the Gateway transmits
4.3 Functional sequence
them. Because the Server assigns timestamps to all the
The interactions between the actors for the implementa- samples coming from all the Gateways, offsets between
tion of the functions are summarized in Figure 7 through the internal clocks of each Raspberry can be ignored.
a sequence diagram. The diagram shows the messages
and data that are exchanged between the actors illusData collection After the starting timestamp have
trated in Section 4.1.
been stored (shown as ’Start new clock’ in Figure 7),
the Gateway begins collecting data from the sensor with
Initialization The sequence starts with an operator a given sampling frequency (F ) for a given sampling time
initiating the process by defining certain key parameters (t). This data collecting process occurs cyclically for a
for each Gateway and executing the Gateway Python given time period (T ). Once the samples of a given cycode. Figure 8 illustrates few of these key parameters. cle have been collected, they are sent as a batch to the
Whereas, the complete list includes:
server.
7

Figure 6: Diagram of the functions that the different XWare actors must perform, along with the implemented
technological solution for each. [k] indicates that there may be any number Gateways, while the Server and XRepo
are unique actors.
ways. Once a set of samples is received, it is enriched
with the necessary context and sent to the XRepo information system. This enrichment involves adding timestamps to each sample value, converting each value using the proper conversion factor, identifying the XRepo
tags (Device, Sensor) for each value, and appending the
XRepo Sampling ID where the values will be sent. The
’enriched’ values are then compiled into a single CSV file
and uploaded to XRepo.

5

Validation

This section illustrates how the operation of XWare was
verified. This validation is illustrated in Section 5.1, and
includes a) ensuring sample data integrity, b) measuring
the performance of the implemented architecture, and c)
verifying the multiple gateway functionality. Whereas,
the fulfillment of the requirements identified in Section
3.1 is shown in Section 5.2. Finally, these results are
discussed in Section 5.3.

5.1

XWare Validation

To verify the correct operation of the proposed XWare
architecture, all the necessary software components were
installed and tested on two separate Raspberry Pi devices. A physical sensor and DAQ was not available
at the time of writing. Because of this, all tests were
performed with a simulated data acquisition, with data
taken from the educational shaft unbalance dataset found
in [4]. To simulate the acquisition, the Gateway read a
Figure 7: Sequence diagram of how the XWare actors value from this dataset every 1/F seconds.
interact.
5.1.1

Data integrity verification

Objective: The objective of this verification is to ensure that the integrity of sensor data is not lost when it
is sent to XRepo via XWare. Retaining data integrity
would mean that any analysis performed on data would
give the same results, whether data was acquired directly
Figure 8: Multiple sampling cycles show the meaning of from the sensor or downloaded from the XWare-XRepo
the t and T parameters in the sample collection process. architecture.
XRepo transmission The Server constantly checks
if any new samples have been received from the Gate-

Methodology: The following steps are required for
this verification:
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1. Simulate a data acquisition process on the XWare
Gateway, while making sure that this acquired data
is not deleted from the Gateway.
2. Make the acquired data follow the entire XWare process, moving to the Server and then to XRepo.
3. Download the acquired data from the XRepo platform.
4. Manually recover the acquired data from the Gateway, adding timestamps to each value and correcting Figure 9: Comparison of two distinct signals (left and
right) in the frequency domain, before and after passthe sensor values.
ing through XWare and XRepo. Note how the signal is
5. Extract relevant PHM features from both the orig- unchanged.
inal Gateway data and the data obtained from the
XWare-XRepo workflow.
Table 3: Time and frequency domain features calculated
6. Compare the original data and the XWare data by before and after passing through XWare and XRepo.
visually contrasting them in the frequency domain Note how the features are unchanged.
No unbalance High unbalance
and by comparing extracted relevant PHM features.
Dataset
Peak RMS Peak
RMS
Features belonging both to the time and frequency doOriginal 1.059 5.147 12.128 41.817
mains were selected for the comparison:
XWare
1.059 5.147 12.128 41.817
• RMS : Root mean square of the acceleration signal
in the time domain.
5.1.2

Performance test

• Peak : Peak amplitude near the motor frequency In this section, the performance of the XWare architec(about 30 Hz for this dataset) in the frequency do- ture is quantified. All performance testing was run using
the following hardware:
main.
• Gateway: Raspberry Pi Model 3B. Quad core ARM
CPU @1.2GHz, 1GB RAM, 8GB of flash storage,
Debian-based Linux operative system11 .

Obtaining the same values for RMS and Peak in the
original data and the XWare data would indicate that
data integrity was maintained. A visual verification of
the frequency domain would also strengthen this assumption.
A similar verification has already been done on XRepo
[3, 30]. These previous tests involved manually uploading
sensor data to XRepo and then downloading it. In this
work, data is uploaded using the implemented XWare
architecture. This means that any data discrepancies
before and after the XWare-XRepo workflow would be
due to XWare only, making this a valid test for verifying
data integrity in XWare.

• Server : Raspberry Pi Model 4. Quad core ARM
CPU @1.5GHz, 2GB RAM, 16GB of flash storage,
Debian-based Linux operative system.
Objectives: The objective of the test was to find if a
specific function of the XWare architecture required more
processing time than the others, leading to optimizations
in code that reduced bottlenecking.

Methodology: The steps required for this verification
Results: The verification process was performed for
are the following:
two different datasets: a control dataset where there is no
unbalance, and a dataset where there is high shaft unbal1. Define a desired combination of sampling parameance. A single measurement with a sampling frequency
ters (F , t) for the test.
of 20kHz and a sampling time of 30s was analyzed from
each dataset. Figure 9 shows the visual comparison of
2. Perform a cycle of data acquisition via the XWare
both signals in the frequency domain. Table 3 shows
architecture, using these parameters.
the Peak and RMS features obtained from the original
data and the XWare-processed data. The equivalence of
3. Measure the time elapsed from the start of data acsignals shown in the figure and the equivalence of feaquisition to the successful upload to XRepo.
tures shown in the table indicate that data integrity is
11 www.raspberrypi.org/software
maintained by XWare.
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4. Begin a continuous acquisition process with a time
period T that will allow for each cycle to occur
without overlapping. In this continuous acquisition,
record the time taken by each step of the XWareXRepo data flow.
5. After a sufficiently large number of acquisition cycles, calculate the mean time that each step takes.

Table 4: Time taken for 20 kHz, 1s sampling cycles to
finish each stage of the XWare-XRepo data flow. The
uncertainty was calculated considering a population of
N=110 and the error on Equation 1. All values presented
in seconds.
Sampling Flight
Enrichment Upload Total
0.654
0.810
3.826
6.290
1±0
±0.014 ±0.019
±0.280 ±0.280

By finding how long a given XWare step takes in average, the processing time of each step can be found and
compared to other steps. The steps that were analyzed
for this work are:
• Sampling: Time in which sensor data is being collected. It is considered to be exactly equal to t.
• Flight: The time between the end of data acquisition
in the Gateway and the moment said data arrives at Figure 10: Time taken for 20 kHz, 1s sampling cycles in
the Server. A bottleneck here would indicate that each stage of the XWare-XRepo data flow. Uncertainty
either MQTT or OM2M were not being used prop- values are taken from Table 4.
erly.
• Enrichment: The time it takes for the raw sample
values to be enriched with timestamps and context.
A bottleneck here would show that the CSV-creating
process is not optimized.

5.1.3

Multiple gateway validation

Next, the viability of using multiple Gateways is measured. Only two Raspberry devices were available during
testing, so the tests were performed by running multiple
instances of the XWare Gateway code in the single Gateway Raspberry.

• Upload : The time it takes for the enriched samples file to be uploaded to XRepo. This time only
includes the upload of a file to the XRepo online Objectives: The main objective of the multi-gateway
server; any further processing done by XRepo is not test is to verify that the implemented XWare code can
included here. A bottleneck here would be mostly manage multiple streams of incoming data.
indicative of a slow internet connection

Methodology: The test to verify that multiple gateResults: Following the given bottleneck test method- ways are supported is as follows:
ology, tests were performed with the parameters: F =
1. Either initialize multiple Raspberry Gateways with
20kHz, t = 1s, T = 30s. 110 sampling cycles took place,
1 instance of the XWare Gateway code on each, or
resulting in the times found in Table 4. The uncertainty
execute multiple instances of the XWare Gateway
of each time was calculated using Equation 1. A visualcode in a single Gateway Raspberry; the latter route
ization of the same times is provided in Figure 10. XWare
is followed for this work.
and XRepo were able to process each sample cycle in an
average of 6.29 seconds. As seen in the mentioned figure,
2. Assign different values of F , t, and T to each Gatethe step that took the longest was the file upload. This
way.
is a process that cannot be improved from XWare, as it
depends on external factors. However, even with that
3. Begin a continuous acquisition process on all the
bottleneck, 1 second of 20kHz data acquisition could be
Gateways, and record the time from the start of each
collected (for example) every 10 seconds without straindata acquisition to the successful upload to XRepo.
ing the architecture. Bottleneck testing allowed the authors to verify that the developed XWare code (along
Regarding the multiple-gateway acquisition, three
with the use of MQTT and OM2M) was sufficiently effi- Gateways were executed in one Raspberry Pi for a duracient without any glaring time sinks in the process.
tion of 50 minutes with the time parameters and results
shown in Table 5. This test showed that the architecture
3σ
is able to receive samples from multiple gateways and
(1)
error = √
enrich them with context simultaneously, uploading said
N
enriched samples to XRepo. It should be noted that the
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• XRepo compatibility: A RESTful interface was
adopted for the transferring of enriched data to
an external server, making XWare fully compatible
with the RESTful XRepo API.

current XWare Server implementation can only process
one data file at a time. This means that the multiplegateway capabilities are made possible thanks to task
queueing, rather than actual parallel processing of data
streams.

5.3
Table 5: Parameters and total processing
tiple gateway test.
gateway0 gateway1
Freq. F
1000 Hz
10 kHz
Time t
2s
1s
Period T
20 s
30 s
Population
151
101
N
4.209
6.278
Total time
±0.038 s
±0.267 s

5.2

time for mulgateway2
20 kHz
0.5 s
50 s
61
5.149
±0.317 s

Fulfillment of requirements

Next, the fulfillment of each of the input requirements
defined in Section 3.1 is evaluated:
• Metamodel : Having surveyed various standardized
PHM metamodels, a custom XWare metamodel was
developed. This metamodel can store commonlyused PHM data which has been translated from multiple, potentially heterogeneous devices. This metamodel can also store with experimental and educational context, in the form of a JSON object that
includes the sampling frequency F , time t, period
T , the signal conversion factor, and the XRepo tags
that reference all the context defined on that platform (such as the units of the different sensors, or
the visibility of any given data to students).
• Two-way communication: The XWare architecture
leverages the capabilities of MQTT and OM2M,
which are M2M technologies that can both transmit
messages to and from any connected device. This
will allow any future developer that might want to
implement Digital Twins in an educational context
to base their work on XWare.

Discussion of results

In general, the obtained results reflect that XWare was
developed up to a sufficiently functional state that can
perform single Gateway and multiple Gateway acquisitions successfully.
First, the importance of maintaining data integrity
must not be understated: if any kind of degradation affected the data during the XWare-XRepo sequence, said
sequence would be rendered useless for any serious educational purpose. Manually extracting the acquired data
from the Gateway (plus correcting values and adding
timestamps) to perform the data integrity tests also revealed how downloading data from XRepo (after passing
through XWare) requires less effort, with most necessary
processing being done automatically.
Second, the performance of the architecture in terms of
processing times was found to be acceptable. The architecture (with the specified hardware configuration) was
able to obtain and completely process 1 second of 20kHz
data in less than 10 seconds. Although the comparison is
completely empirical, the unbalance data that was originally captured in [4] usually required around a minute
of preparation between sampling cycles – this minute involved setting up the data acquisition system to receive
new data, capturing the actual data, visually verifying
that the data was stored correctly, and finally saving the
data manually to a text file – which had to be named
in a specific way to make sure that the context for the
sampling cycle was saved. A reduction of preparation
time from 1 minute to 10 seconds would appear to be
substantial, especially when considering that XWare not
only reduces the preparation times, but also reduces the
possibility of human errors by making the process mostly
automatic.
Finally, on the matter of ease of use: the simplicity
of capturing samples in continuous time proved to be
of great value. Capturing more than 100 sample cycles
from a single device in the performance tests, or obtaining more than 200 sample cycles from 3 devices for the
multiple gateway tests only required a few clicks. This
simplicity can be contrasted with the process of manually
acquiring the data and processing the resulting text files,
as the data integrity test required. Furthermore, the ’set
up and leave alone’ nature of the architecture allowed for
the tests to run unsupervised for most of their length.

• Cost: All the technologies utilized in XWare are either free to use or have a low cost. Software wise,
all pre-existing solutions used (MQTT, OM2M,
Python, Debian operative system) can be obtained
and utilized without licensing fees. Hardware wise,
Raspberry Pi devices are known to be a low-cost
computing solution; even if Raspberry Pi’s are not
available to a user, any device that runs a form of
Linux should be able to act as a Gateway or Server. 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Finally, all custom-made XWare code will be shortly
released in GitHub under an Open Source license PHM as a maintenance strategy is known to bring
alongside a usage manual.
benefits to manufacturing enterprises, and is part of
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the widespread Industry 4.0 movement. The proper
fees. When also considering that the selected solueducation of PHM is of importance to the engineertions can be installed on any Linux-based computer
ing landscape, but hands-on learning materials are not
(such as Raspberry Pi’s), the total cost of implewidespread. It is in this context that the PHM-Edu
menting XWare-based educational activities is subproject aims to expedite the flow of sensor data from
stantially low.
physical devices to an online platform, where said data
• By ensuring compatibility with XRepo, XWare commay be easily accessed in an education-oriented interpletes the larger PHM-Edu architecture and offers a
face. The XRepo architecture has previously been crecomplete Industry 4.0, education-focused PHM soated to manage the Storage and Processing and Applilution.
cation stages of PHM-Edu. This leaves a void in the
Integration and Translation stage, meaning that PHM
The proposed architecture, although developed to a
data previously had to be manually acquired and then
point
of being usable, has areas where it can be improved.
uploaded to XRepo.
Some
potential future works include:
XWare aims to design, implement and test a middleware architecture that fulfills the Integration and Trans• Parallelization of processes in the Server : multiple
lation stage of PHM-Edu. When designing XWare, a
instances of the XWare Gateway software can be run
methodology made specifically to create PHM architein a single device, but the XWare Server software
cures was implemented. This methodology involves
can only have one instance running. If parallel comdefining a set of requirements, proposing a conceptual
puting paradigms were implemented in the Server
framework from said requirements, and instantiating the
software, samples from multiple Gateways could be
different functions of the framework to create a final arprocessed simultaneously instead of in a queue.
chitecture. As part of this architecture creation process
an XWare data metamodel was created, and both MQTT
• More validations: the performed validations ensure
and OM2M were selected as communication protocols.
that XWare is currently usable, but further testAfter the XWare architecture was generated, its funcing could help improve it. One missing validationality was validated through integrity, performance,
tion was the use of multiple physical Gateway deand multiple-gateway testing. It was found that XWare
vices, rather than executing multiple instances of
had good performance with the tested low-cost hardware,
the XWare Gateway in one Raspberry. Performing
and that (when utilized with XRepo) it completes a userdata acquisition on real sensors instead of a simufriendly data flow from low level sensors to an online platlated acquisition would also strengthen the validity
form, ensuring and easing the availability of data in an
of XWare. Finally, usability tests with students in a
educational context.
class environment would help find education-focused
The proposed XWare Integration and Translation aravenues of improvement.
chitecture brings the following benefits to the PHM education ecosystem:
• Multiple M2M protocols: one of the design decisions for XWare involved using OM2M, to allow
• By establishing clear software and hardware condifor future compatibility with protocols other than
tions, XWare removes the ambiguity that might be
MQTT. This functionality might be tested by creatfound from starting a PHM data acquisition and dising a CoAP version of the XWare Gateway software,
semination platform from zero. It prevents potential
and then performing tests on a network with both
users from having to ’reinvent the wheel’.
MQTT and CoAP Gateways.
• Being based on an established PHM-creation
methodology, this work ensures that the skills obtained from using the XWare architecture are transferable to other, non-educational PHM domains.
• The segregation of the main XWare functions into
smaller, instantiated functions allows users to take
a ’modular’ approach to the internal XWare code,
allowing educators to focus on any given part of the
PHM process (from data acquisition to signal analysis) while keeping other PHM functions as ’black
boxes’ that are already built.

• Multidimensional data: commonly used PHM data
includes events, timeseries, and multidimensional
data (e.g. images). Both XWare and XRepo are
currently compatible with events and timeseries, but
not multidimensional data. Compatibility with such
data would increase the value of XWare. However,
this improvement would be reliant on further XRepo
development that added this capability.
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